
Ball Hill        Blinds 

 

Important note… 

Ball Hill Blinds cannot be held responsible where inaccurate 

measurements are provided to us by the customer 

Always double check your measurements  

Key points to remember… 

 Use a Metal Tape Measure 

 Measure width & drop in three places 

 Measure the ‘Installation Height’ 

 Check for obstructions 

 Check clearances for handles etc. 

 Note down all your measurements 

 Always double check 

 Give us a call, if you’re unsure 

Measuring Advice 

Measuring for your blind doesn’t take long. You will need: 

Metal Tape Measure  Pen & Paper  A little patience 

You can measure in metric or imperial. Measure to within a couple of millimetres for metric 

and one sixteenth of an inch for imperial. Always double check your measurements… 

 

Child Safety and the ‘Installation Height’ 

If you require blinds that have operating cords or chains, regulations will mean cord and chain 

lengths are determined by the European standard, and a safety device is needed. To determine 

the cord length, we require a measurement called the ‘Installation Height’. This is the distance 

from where the top of the blind will be fitted all the way down to the floor. The regulations 

apply to all windows, even ones with an obstruction in the way e.g. a kitchen worktop 

Outside Recess 

Start by measuring the ‘inside recess’ as 

before.  Next measure how far you 

would like your blind to overlap your 

window on either side.  Next decide 

how high up you would like your blind 

to start and measure how far down you 

would like it to finish 

Make a note of all these measurements  

Inside Recess 

Measure the width of the recess from 

wall to wall exactly at the top, middle and 

bottom. Next measure the drop inside 

the recess in three places as shown. Note 

down all of these measurements  

There is no need to make any 

allowances, we will do that for you  


